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Shaping Electronic Communication:
The Structuring and Metastructuring of Technology in Use
Abstract
In this paper we examine the role and influence of a set of organizational actors who
have gone largely unnoticed in research on the design and use of electronic media.
We report the results of an exploratory study that found that these actors, whom we
call technology mediators, significantly shaped the configuration and use of a new
computer conferencing system. Drawing on the insights of this empirical study, we
posit that because technology mediators influence how users structure their
communication media in use, technology mediation can be viewed as a process of
metastructuring. We develop a theoretical framing of the metastructuring process,
and derive an initial taxonomy of four types of actions performed by technology
mediators: initiation, modification, reconfiguration, and transfer. This framework
contributes to the research on electronic media in organizations by acknowledging
and articulating the critical role played by actors who are neither users nor designers,
but who exert considerable influence over how effectively communication
technologies are used in organizations. This research also has important implications
for thepractice of both media design and use.
H
.
Researchers and practitioners alike tend to think of media design and use as separate
phenomena with different central actors. In this paper we report on research that challenges these
conventional distinctions. Our findings emerged from an exploratory research study we conducted
to study the implementation and use of an electronic conferencing technology in one organization
over a period of about 17 months. We found that the physical and conceptual boundaries between
design and use were routinely bridged by a small group of users who played a critical role in the
new communication technology's implementation and use. This group shaped other users' choices
of the different media available to them, influenced the impacts these choices had on their
communication, and modified various technical features of the conferencing technology. Indeed,
this group mediated all users' experiences with their new electronic medium.
In this paper we explore the role and influence of this small group of users -- whom we label
technology mediators -- through the various stages during which the electronic conferencing
technology was in use. We discuss the actions these mediators took, the conditions and motivations
for such actions, and the consequences of such actions on the acceptance and use of the electronic
conferencing technology. Drawing on our empirical results, we develop a theoretical account of
technology mediation and its role in users' interactions with electronic media in organizations.
Because we find that technology mediation shapes how primary users of a technology structure their
use of it, we posit that technology mediation can be understood to be a process of metastructuring.
Together, our research study and the theoretical framework provide an empirically-grounded
formulation of a previously under-appreciated and under-studied set of organizational actors and
their shaping of communication technologies -- and, indeed, of other types of technologies -- in use.
In addition, it allows us to extend current notions of technology structuring to include the
metastructuring activities of technology mediators. Technology mediators arrange, inform, and
change the physical configurations, communication policies and routines, media choices, and
mental models through which users interact with their communication technologies. These
technology mediators operate on the border between the original designers of the communication
technology and the ultimate users of it. This intermediary presence suffers from all the attendant
ambiguities and marginalizations that accompany border status (Brown and Duguid, forthcoming),
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yet, the role and influence of technology mediators is often far from peripheral. Indeed, in some
circumstances such as the one described below, these individuals' metastructuring activities have a
major influence on how effectively the communication technology is used. By focusing specifically
on these technology mediators and detailing their actions and influences, we hope to develop a
clearer picture of their role and its importance in the organizational use of communication
technologies. Understanding this role and influence should inform the research of media design and
use, as well as provide insights to practitioners attempting to design, implement, and support the
ongoing use of electronic media in organizations.
Prior Research
Research on electronic media has traditionally been marked by a central dichotomy between
the design of communication technologies and their use. This dichotomy has embodied (either
implicitly or explicitly) three long-standing distinctions between design and use -- a distinction in
action, a distinction-in central actors, and a distinction in temporal-spatial location. Design and use
are seen to embody different activites and objectives; designers and users are distinct; and design is
viewed as preceding and occurring in a separate context from use.
Much research on electronic media has examined the development of communication
technology to accomplish certain objectives (Dennis et al. 1988; Grief, 1988; Kawell et al., 1988;
Malone et al. 1987; Flores et al. 1988). While advancing our understanding of how particular
technologies were designed and built, such research nevertheless tends to reflect a dichotomy
between design activities and those of use. By not considering a particular communication
technology's contexts of use, media design research is unable to anticipate or explain the many
different ways in which the communication technology may be interpreted, appropriated, and used.
Yet, differences in contexts of use are relevant. For example, Finholt and Sproull (1990) found
great diversity in the ways in which the same electronic mail system was being used by different
organizational groups, while Mackay (1988) found that differences in the use of a new electronic
mail system were related to different job demands. Similarly, Hiltz and Johnson (1990) detected
different patterns of electronic mail use across different social contexts.
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Electronic media design that ignores the use context implicitly assumes that the form and
requirements of social interaction are universal, that they can be articulated explicitly, built into a
communication technology without distortion, and used with little change over time. A number of
commentators have expressed serious doubts about the possibility and utility of attempting this kind
of a priori systems design and implementation (Suchman 1985; Woolgar 1987). They argue that
social interaction is too indeterminate (varies by context), too dynamic (varies over time), and too
complex for designers to be able to define a stable set of communication requirements that could be
translated into technology that would be useful in all contexts. Their call for more user-centered
design of technologies has recently been taken up by designers developing techniques for involving
users more closely in design (B0dker and Gr0nbaek, 1991; Ehn and Sj6gren, 1991) and techniques
for capturing more of the context of use into the designed artifact (Bentley et al., 1992; Egger and
Wagner, 1992; Hughes et al., 1992; Suchman and Trigg, 1991). This work, however, is still early;
research frameworks for and implications of these approaches for the use of communication
technologies have yet to be assessed.
There has also been a large amount of research examining media use (Daft et al., 1987;
Eveland and Bikson, 1988; Feldman, 1988; Fulk, Schmitz, and Steinfield, 1990; Markus, 1990;
Rice and Associates 1984; Sproull and Kiesler, 1986). While providing important insights into the
social and organizational impacts of communication technologies, such research does not examine
differences in use and impacts due to different design premises and strategies built into
communication technologies. Yet, the influence of these design premises and strategies are
significant. For example, Poole and DeSanctis (1992) found that different levels of restrictiveness
made available through a group decision support tool resulted in different appropriations of the tool
by users. Likewise, an electronic mail system will have different impacts on users' communication
depending on whether it is a relatively unstructured communication tool such as Profs from IBM, or
a system structured around a specific communication theory such as The Coordinator from Action
Technologies which embeds speech act theory (Bullen and Bennet, 1990).
While, the design and use of electronic media are clearly interdependent, there has been little
research that takes such interaction into account. Recently, work using structuration theory
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(Giddens, 1984) has sought to encompass this interdependence by recognizing that communication
technologies are open to social interpretation and manipulation by both designers and users, yet they
also have material and institutional characteristics that mediate designers' and users' interpretations
and manipulations. To date, however, most structurational studies of communication technology
have focused primarily on users' interactions with particular technological systems. Such an
emphasis has yielded a number of important insights about the reciprocal relationship between
users' interpretations (Contractor and Eisenberg, 1990), appropriations (Poole and DeSanctis,
1992), and adaptations (Orlikowski and Yates, 1993) of communication technologies and their use
of such technologies. These insights have contributed to our understanding of the structuring of
communication technologies in use.
The structuring of technologies in use refers to the process through which users manipulate
their technologies to take some action, but in so doing draw on and reproduce or change particular
social and technological structures within which they work. For example, Poole and DeSanctis
(1992) show how groups structure their use of computerized group decision support technologies.
In a detailed mico-level analysis of users' technology structuring, they reveal two types of
structuring processes -- continuous and junctural -- through which users appropriated the technology
in their tasks to produce both intended and unintended structural and decision outcomes.
In another example, Yates and Orlikowski (1992) describe how users of electronic
communication technologies write memos to their colleagues via electronic mail, thus drawing on
(and reproducing) the social rules defining the institutionalized memo genre, e.g., rules as to the
purpose, substance, and form of such communication. Users also may violate some of the memo
genre rules, sending messages to colleagues with the purpose and substance of memos, but with a
discourse style resembling hallway conversations. In so doing, users begin to change their social
structure because they modify the social rules of a genre as they draw on it. Sustained modifications
to genre rules can, over time, lead to the emergence of a modified or new genre within a particular
community of practice. For example, Orlikowski and Yates (1993) found that a group of language
designers negotiating the definition of a new computer language over electronic mail, had over time
moved away from the memo genre towards a new electronic genre for their communication. Thus,
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whether the technology is electronic mail or group decision support, users structure their action and
interaction through using these technologies, thereby reproducing or changing the social structures
within which they work.
Technology structuring is influenced by users' interpretations of their work and technology,
their access to organizational and technological resources, and the normative rules that guide action
in their social context. A more general outline of the technology structuring process is depicted in
Figure 1.1 Users draw on existing institutional rules and resources (e.g., division of labor, genre
rules, and work procedures; arrow 1 in Figure 1) to use the technological capabilities available to
them (arrow 2 in Figure 1). In using their technology to accomplish some task, users affect their
technology (arrow 3 in Figure 1) and enact certain social practices, which reinforce, extend, or
transform the existing institutional realm (e.g., division of labor, genre rules, and work procedures;
arrow 4 in Figure 1). The influence of individuals' technology use on the institutional properties are
often unintended and unnoticed, just as the influence of the institutional properties on technology
use is often unnoticed and unacknowledged.
While research on the structuring of technologies in use has served to overcome some of the
dichotomous formulations of previous research, the conceptual disjuncture between media design
and media use persists. Media designers still occupy center stage in studies of the invention and
development of electronic media, while users are the principal focus of attention in studies of media
use. In these latter studies, the emphasis is on how users understand, appropriate, adapt, or
manipulate their electronic media so as to integrate them into their work routines. While the
enabling and constraining influence of the organizational context and communication technology on
these users' efforts may be acknowledged by some researchers, the influence of other individuals on
users' activities has largely been ignored. In the study reported here, we show that a recognizable
group of organizational actors played a significant role in shaping users' interactions with their
communication technology by influencing their cognitions and actions, changing the institutional
context of use, and modifying the configuration of the technology itself. Such actors are commonly
found in many organizational contexts, and may have a profound impact on the effectiveness with
1 See Orlikowski (1992) for a more detailed discussion of this process.
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which a communication technology is used; hence, they are worthy of serious attention and
investigation.
We label those organizational actors who manage, persuade, configure, coach, or otherwise
intervene in the processes through which users interpret, appropriate, adapt, and use their
communication technologies technology mediators. Technology mediators may take many forms,
including trainers who prepare instructional materials and teach classes, technical support personnel
who configure the technology network, administrators who issue policy and practice guidelines for
use, sales people who persuade managers to adopt a particular new communication technology, and
even lead users whose proficiency with a new electronic medium enables them to advise or improve
other users' interactions with the medium.
There has been little systematic examination or theorizing about the role and influence of
individuals who intervene in users' use of communication technology, and yet are not technology
designers. Some research work has examined aspects of this intervening role. For example, Sein and
Bostrom (1989) study the influence of different kinds of technology training on use outcomes, and
Fulk, Schmitz, and Steinfield (1990) in their social influence model include the impact of lead users
and managers on the use of new media. Rice (1984) notes the role of system consultants who
influence information flow in networks, and Sproull and Kiesler (1991) discuss ways of managing
electronic communication through the setting of policies and norms; neither, however, explores the
role of those individuals who consult or set policies and norms. In a more detailed examination of
computer conferencing and its administration, Foulger (1990) considers the role of the conference
administrators who set electronic usage rules and review messages to ensure conformance to these
rules. Foulger describes both formal reviewing by conference administrators and informal reviewing
by users as mechanisms for insuring that the communication remains focused on business issues.
These research studies have generated some insights into technology interventions such as
training and administration. Nevertheless, most of these studies have tended to conceptualize
technology interventions as separate phenomena, distinct from both design and use, and not as
critical mechanisms linking the ongoing interaction of technology design and use over time. This
treatment of interventions in the literature has extended to the technology mediators who perform
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such actions. The lack of a comprehensive account of the role and influence of technology
mediators likely reflects the fact that such individuals often hold an intermediate and indeterminate
status in the relationship between the design and use of communication technologies. By focusing
specifically on technology mediators who bridge the physical and institutional gap between the
design and use of communication technologies, our research attempts to bridge the conceptual gap
between research on media design and media use.
In what follows, we describe the empirical research study that led us to identify and explore
the central role and influence of technology mediators in the ongoing use of a computer
conferencing system in a Japanese R&D laboratory. After describing our findings, we will propose
a more general theoretical framework for conceptualizing the role of these organizational actors in
users' interactions with their communication technologies.
Research Setting and Methods
Research Setting
'We studied the use of computer conferencing in an R&D project group within a large
Japanese manufacturing firm. The system had been installed to support communication among the
members of a newly formed project group developing a new computer product, Alpha (a
pseudonym). Because Alpha was expected to be an innovative product important to the company's
competitive position, a new organizational and technical infrastructure was set up specifically to
support the Alpha product development group. At the launching of this project, the group was
composed of 127 members from three different units within the R&D division; they were joined by
another 51 new employees and external contract programmers during the 17 month life of Alpha.
The size of the entire group at any one point in time was around 150 members. They were divided
into six teams: an administration team, a hardware development team, and four software
development teams. All Alpha project members were experienced computer users, and were
provided with networked workstations readily supporting electronic communication. Most had
experience with electronic mail (e-mail) but had not used computer conferencing before.
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The computer conferencing system used in the Alpha project was a version (modified to
allow for Japanese) of the USENET network news-system that is publically available and widely
used on the Internet and other networks. Like most computer conferencing systems, the Alpha
news-system was organized hierarchically into topics, known here as newsgroups. 2 Users could
read and respond to messages posted on the newsgroups as well as post their own messages. The
software allowed them to include part or all of a previous message embedded in a new message.
Normally, messages accumulated within newsgroups until they were automatically purged after
three months. The news-system was in operation for the full 17 months of the Alpha project (from
the end of September 1989 to February 1991) and accessible by all members at all times.
The formation of Alpha project's network administration group (NAGA) will be discussed in
detail below, but the outlines of the group are described here. NAGA was composed of nine
members who were drawn from each of the six Alpha teams. Decision making was by consensus,
and involved discussions of all the members in face-to-face meetings. Regular meetings were held
on average twice a month, the minutes of which were distributed to all NAGA members via e-mail.
E-mail messages were also frequently exchanged among NAGA members to supplement their
meeting discussions.
Data Collection and Analysis
As part of a larger study, we examined the policies and process through which the news-
system was managed over time by the administrative group, NAGA.3 Two types of data were
collected: interview data and textual data. The primary interview data came from a series of
extensive and in-depth discussions with a key informant, conducted in Japanese. These interviews
were supplemented by further follow-up interviews with the same informant in English. The
interview data revealed important contextual information about the firm, the Alpha project, and
NAGA, which helped in the interpretation of the textual data.
2 The Alpha newsgroups were still, technically, part of the larger Japanese news-system, but we will refer to this set of local newsgroups
as "the news-system," since they were relatively self-contained and inaccessible from the outside.
3 Fujimoto (1993) documents the examination of NAGA's policies and process in detail.
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The textual data consisted of computerized records containing e-mail messages exchanged
among the NAGA members and newsgroup messages that were posted on the news-system by
Alpha participants (all in Japanese) during the project. We employed qualitative data analysis
methods (Eisenhardt, 1989; Miles and Huberman, 1984), classifying the e-mail messages by
common topics and actions, and carefully examining the newsgroup messages around the time of
NAGA's administrative actions. This allowed us to trace the process by which decisions were made
and implemented over time.
Over 12 months of the Alpha project, 438 e-mail messages were exchanged by the NAGA
members, of which 223 dealt with the news-system.4 These messages included members' ongoing
dialogues about administering the network, along with the minutes of their regular face-to-face
meetings. The contents of the messages were initially classified into 97 specific topics about the
news-system (e.g., the addition of newsgroups to the system, or the differences between the e-mail
and news-system media), often with more than one topic per message. These topics were
categorized into four general subjects:
- Definition of the news-system: NAGA considered the role and purpose of the news-system
and how it differed from other communication media already in use in the firm.
- Promotion of the news-system: NAGA discussed the articulation, publicizing, and
explanation of the definition and usage rules for each newsgroup.
- Modification of a newsgroup: Definitions and usage rules were sometimes modified for an
existing newsgroup; such modifications were discussed within NAGA
- Creation of new newsgroups: Throughout the project, NAGA considered requests for new
newsgroups and discussed creating those newsgroups they felt were appropriate.
Figure 2 shows a distribution of these message types over the period analyzed.
Over the 15 months of the Alpha project for which news-system archives remain, 9302
messages were posted on the news-system. Figure 3 shows the distribution of these messages over
time. Two types of news-system messages were examined in the analysis: messages that were
posted by NAGA members in the execution of their administrative activities, and messages that
were posted by participants around the time of NAGA's actions. Messages posted by NAGA
members as project participants were not considered part of NAGA's administrative messages.
4 The other 215 e-mail messags dealt with the physical computer network. The 12-month period analyzed in detail began with NAGA's
first discussions of the news-system's role and ended after the last major reconfiguration of the news-system (see below).
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NAGA members' administrative messages were mostly announcements of news-system
modifications or solicitations to discuss the management of the news-system. These messages were
useful indications of NAGA's administrative activities and background policies. Messages posted
by participants reflected both the influence of NAGA administrative actions and participants'
responses to these NAGA actions.
We analyzed all of these sources of data together and iteratively to get as complete a picture
as possible of NAGA's activities. The topics of NAGA e-mail messages could be correlated with
NAGA messages posted on the relevant newsgroup (e.g., announcing changes in rules or the
addition of new newsgroups) and with the dates of first postings on new newsgroups. The key
informant interviews were used to elaborate and interpret our findings. Together, these different
sources of data allow us to portray NAGA's activities throughout the project.
Results: The NAGA Saga
The data revealed three distinct phases around which NAGA's activities clustered --
establishment of the news-system, ongoing support of the news-system, and transfer of the news-
system to the lab after the Alpha project was terminated. Each of these phases are described in turn.
The NAGA Saga: Act I - Establishing the News-system and NAGA
After briefly describing the intertwined and illuminating prehistories of NAGA and the
news-system revealed in the interview data, we will discuss NAGA's activities in establishing the
news-system for the Alpha project.
The Origins of NAGA and the News-system
Electronic mail had been introduced into the R&D lab about two years before Alpha began,
by a group of four young software engineers who were interested in maintaining contact with
colleagues and friends outside of the firm. They also became interested in the world-wide USENET
news-system and the version that had been created to link several Japanese universities. So a year
later these engineers imported the Japanese news-system software into their lab, thus allowing them
access to the world-wide and Japanese news-systems.
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These engineers quickly saw the advantages of such a communication system and decided to
create a set of local newsgroups within their R&D lab. In setting up this local news-system, the
engineers initially created three newsgroups: general, the software's default category, and
miscellaneous and recreational, two of the seven standard USENET categories. 5 This news-system
was initially used only by a very small group of individuals (the engineers and a few friends),
although their use was supported by the network manager. As one of these engineers recalled, "At
that time we never thought those newsgroups would ever become official communication media in
the lab. We were just playing with the software for fun."
The Alpha project team was established in late September of 1989, and included the group
of software engineers. Since they all enjoyed using the news-system, they decided to set up an
identical local news-system for the new project. Their news-system activities continued to be
unofficial and "casual," and usage of this local news-system remained low in the early days of teh
Alpha project. This small group of engineers soon realized that a large project team such as Alpha
(around 150 members) would require network administration to maintain linkages among the
powerful workstations for communication and data transfer. They explained this requirement to
project managers and volunteered to play this administrative role. A network administration group,
which came to be called NAGA, was created and its members were drawn from the original group
of software engineers and included some additional members to guarantee representation of each of
the six project teams within the Alpha project.
Establishing NAGA's role was the first essential task faced by NAGA members. Once they
realized the scope of the technical and administrative functions involved, they negotiated with their
managers to have their NAGA activities recognized as a part of their regular job duties, and to hire
two contract programmers to do the necessary programming work. Because the need for system
administration was not yet well recognized, NAGA members prepared a document that argued for
the importance of having ongoing support of the project's technical infrastructure as well as the
specific communication tools installed on that infrastructure including e-mail and the news-system.
Once managers accepted this rationale and agreed to recognize NAGA members' activities as part
5 The others are conmputers, science, society, and talk
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of their regular jobs, NAGA communicated its role to the rest of the project in a message they
posted on the news-system, stating its responsibilities as follows:6
Most of NAGA's activities are, by their nature, miscellaneous. ... All members share the view that we cannot create user-
friendly computers unless we can use them ourselves. Our goal is not only to achieve trouble-free use of the network, but
also to increase the productivity of the project by improving communication among members. We hope that our project
will take the lead in using the company-wide network.
NAGA's Activities in Establishing the News-system
At this point, NAGA was authorized and recognized by both managers and fellow members
of the Alpha project team as the committee responsible for administering the Alpha project's
network. Initially, NAGA members focused on network administration tasks such as establishing
user accounts. Recognizing potential new uses for the news-system, they also gradually added some
additional newsgroups to the three originally imported, including Alpha (for discussions related to
the project), reports, and questions. Once initial network infrastructure matters had been addressed,
NAGA began to deliberate about the most desirable role for the news-system in Alpha. As users of
it themselves, they felt that it could aid communication in their large project group. Thus they
considered whether it should be used for official communication, such as messages posted on the
official bulletin board or announced in the daily lunchtime meetings, or for unofficial
communication such as that conveyed via conversations and e-mail. While NAGA members
discussed this issue in their meetings, they also solicited the opinions of project members. The
following message triggered participation and discussion among project members who were already
using the news-system.
Subject New newsgroups
Date: 6 Dec 89 10:05:48 GMT
Newsgroups: misc
We need to discuss the following issues.
(1) The officiality of this news-system is unclear.
Must everyone read the general newsgroup?
Will it be just like another bulletin board?
=> Should the news-system be used simply according to a person's taste?
The next topic is clarifying the relationship between the news-system and other media such as meetings, bulletin boards,
and e-mail.
6 All the excerpts from electronic messages cited in this paper have been translated from Japanese. This quote is from an archival
verison of a message updated on May 11, 1990, but originally posted sometime between September and December of 1989.
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(2) The relationship of this news-system to bulletin boards that are organized within each team, and any e-mail mailing lists
is unclear.
As long as we use only these closed media, we cannot share useful information among all project members.
=> Should we not gain the advantage of many members working together?
Please continue this discussion by e-mail or the news-system.
This message reveals a great deal about NAGA's plans and methods at this stage. It invited
participation of other project members in deciding whether the news-system should be official, at
the same time that it revealed its position on the issue. For example, by asking "Should we not gain
the advantage of many members working together?" NAGA suggested its view that using the news-
system would benefit the project. Some participants posted positive responses, as shown below:
Subject: Re: New newsgroups
Date: 7 Dec 89 02:05:27 GMT
Newsgroups: misc
>passage (1)
I recommend that the general newsgroup be an official means of communication.
We should transfer important information from traditional media like a routing slip to the news-system. Because we are
developing new technology, we should adopt a positive attitude to introducing this new communication technology.
Of course, we will have problems with management and technology, but we will be able to learn something through
solving these problems.
>passage (2)
Most people, including me, are not familiar with new communication technologies such as e-mail and news-systems. This
is not only a management problem, but also an issue of the perceptions of people toward this new technology. I would like
to suggest we discuss such "resistance to new media."
Because many project members were not yet using the news-system and thus did not reply,
NAGA members also talked with team members who were not using the news-system. In addition,
NAGA members consulted with project managers because their consent was critical if NAGA was
to make the news-system an official medium for the project. NAGA's inclusive and encouraging
but not directive approach enabled it to build general support among other project members, most of
whom gradually adopted the view that the news-system should be an official communication
medium for the project group. As evident in the above message, the fact that they were developing
new technology motivated some of the users to incur the costs of learning to use a new technology.
Having gained fairly widespread agreement that the news-system should be made an official
communication medium for the Alpha project, NAGA initiated this by positioning the new medium
in relation to the other communication media commonly used in the firm. First, it examined how
13
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existing communication media were used and thought about in the project organization. Four
primary media were in use at the time, and the following summarizes NAGA's assessment of each
medium's advantages and disadvantages:
Daily lunch-time meetings: By company policy, each division or group had a lunch-time
meeting every day, in which the most formal and official information was normally
announced. However, members were often absent because of illness, business trips, and so
on. Members also became frustrated when there were many announcements and they were
kept in the meeting for a long time.
Routing-slips: A routing-slip attached to a document was a traditional communication tool
for circulating information to all members of a group. It was especially useful for
administrators because it revealed who had received the information and who had not. These
routing-slips, however, could easily be detached, and the material could be lost or delayed.
Bulletin board: Bulletin boards were also widely used to announce useful information such
as union matters and newspaper headlines. However, the process for renewing the
information was undefined, and members often missed important information or reread the
same information unnecessarily. The effectiveness of some bulletin boards was also reduced
by their often-inconvenient locations, a function of physical space constraints.
E-mail: Most project members used e-mail frequently. However, they were beginning to
notice some disadvantages with it. As they sent more and more e-mail messages, including
many to mailing lists rather than just to individuals, they received more e-mail messages
every day. The volume was becoming annoying, as they tended to read all e-mail messages
because they could not know the urgency or importance of a message until they had read it.
Once NAGA members understood and evaluated the current uses of these media, they discussed
how these should change when the news-system was added to the array of available media. Their
decisions were documented in the following meeting minutes:
To: NAGA@xxx
Subject: Meeting report from December 26, 1989
Communication media within the division
<principle>
Currently, daily lunch-time meetings, routing-slips, bulletin boards, e-mail, and the news-system are used as
communication media. Our purpose is to encourage the use of the news-system.
<daily lunch-time meetings>
The purpose of daily lunch-time meeting should be restricted to confirmation of information that has been announced in the
news-system beforehand. This meeting should not be an official announcement tool.
<routing-slips>
The routing-slip will be terminated. Printed information should be posted on bulletin boards and we should direct project
members to use the news-system as much as possible.
<bulletin boards>
Bulletin boards can be used only for printed information. However, all information should be provided through the news-
system and at least summaries have to be posted on the news-system.
<e-mail>
Precise e-mail use guidelines should be set. E-mail must be used only for urgent or confidential information.
The definition of 'urgent' information: information that should be shared within a day.
_-- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -_-- -- - - - - - - - -
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NAGA's objective was to encourage news-system use by allocating most of the information
exchanged within the Alpha project, including all of its official information, to the news-system.
They also persuaded the Alpha project managers to require their team members to use the news-
system, essential support in making the news-system an official communication medium. On
January 30, 1990, one of the project managers announced the new policy requiring use of the news-
system during a daily lunch meeting, telling project members that failing to read a meeting
announcement posted on the mandatory newsgroups would not be considered an adequate excuse
for missing an important meeting. 7 On the same day, NAGA posted a detailed usage guide for e-
mail and the news-system on the news-system itself:
Newsgroups: announce
Subject: Guideline for the usage of mail & news
Date: 30 Jan 90 11:03:28 GMT
(1) Use e-mail and the news-system effectively!
If you want to send information to some specific person, e-mail may be useful. However, when you send it to a group of
people or to all members in the division, please use the news-system as much as possible.
If you use e-mail all the time, we will receive a huge number of messages and have to read all of them. Remember the
difference between a traditional bulletin board posting and a letter. Think again when you send an e-mail message to any
mailing-list (like all@xxx) You may be able to provide useful information to other project members by using the news-system.
The news-system will function as an official tool starting in February 1990.
(2) Obligation to access both e-mail and the news-system
NAGA has established a facility allowing all members to use both Mail and News
We will support it to make sure that everyone is comfortable using these systems.
All members must access Mail/News:
e-mail: Twice a day both in -he morning and afternoon
News: At least once in the morning to specific newsgroups-
the general and announce newsgroups
*If you want us to send messages on the general and announce newsgroups by e-mail, NAGA will provide a service to
send messages by e-mail automatically.
*You also can post a message by using the e-mail function.
NAGA's differentiation of existing media and definition of the news-system's role established the
news-system's officiality and legitimacy. It also promoted usage by assigning to the news-system
specific functions previously handled by other media.
At the same time, NAGA took other actions designed to increase usage. First, it created
local newsgroups for each of the six teams within the project. These newsgroups provided an
alternative to e-mail distribution lists used heavily at that time. These additions to the news-system
7 The announcement and description of the system also appeared in a bi-weekly project newsletter distributed to all Alpha members.
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were also intended to reduce people's apprehension about writing a message to the entire project
organization; writing a message to one team seemed much easier. Thus the local newsgroups
provided an easier way for beginners to get their feet wet. (Indeed, this tactic seems to have had an
effect, since almost half of all messages on the news-system in the early weeks of its officiality were
on the local newsgroups. Later, that proportion would drop to about one third as more discussion
shifted to the non-local newsgroups.) At the same time, however, such messages could, in fact, be
read by others. NAGA did not restrict access to the local newsgroups because they believed that
sharing information across as well as within local teams would ultimately benefit the project as a
whole. As they explained in a message posted to announce and define these local newsgroups, "...it
is fine if members of other teams also access the local newsgroup. In fact, these newsgroups can
even be used as places for public debate" (30 January 1990). The local newsgroups were used
primarily but certainly not exclusively by the designated groups, with 33% of the messages in local
newsgroups written by members of other teams. Cross-fertilization between the groups occurred on
some occasions via this mechanism, as when someone posted a message on another team's local
newsgroup saying, "I am an outsider, but I would like to explain my idea about [a certain topic]."
Other NAGA actions intended to increase usage and thus aid in establishing the officiality of
the medium involved technical modifications to the system to make its use easier. The news-system
allowed Japanese characters in the body of te messages but not in the subject lines. Thus project
members had to write subject lines in English or in Romanized Japanese (Japanese represented
phonetically in Roman characters). Although doing so was not too difficult for technical terms,
which were often based on English, it posed problems for secretaries and members of the
administrative group posting messages on administrative rather than technical topics. Drawing on
their software engineering skills, NAGA modified the news-system software to allow Japanese
subject lines. NAGA used another technical "fix" to deal with resistance anticipated from some
project members who were less comfortable with such new media (e.g., some of the project
managers). As indicated at the end of the usage guide message shown above, NAGA established a
facility for sending and receiving news-system items by e-mail. Such sensitivity to use issues along
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with their technical skills allowed NAGA members to avoid possible challenges to their objective of
establishing the news-system as the primary and official communicatio medium within the project.
Figure 3 shows that NAGA's activities generated a dramatic increase in the number of
messages posted on the news-system. Before the announcement of the new official role for the
news-system, about 20 messages a week were posted on the news-system; after that, the number
rose to around 200 messages per week (excluding vacation periods) until the end of the project was
announced in February of 1991. Thus NAGA's initial campaign in establishing the news-system and
getting project members to use it was clearly successful. Indeed, by the end of the project,
approximately 95% of the members had posted messages, and while a few managers did not use the
system, they read items posted on the mandatory newsgroups via their e-mail.
The NAGA Saga: Act II - NAGA's Administration of On-going News-system Use
Once the news-system was established, NAGA continued to play a central role in its on-
going evolution due to participant feedback and NAGA's changing objectives. In this section, we
will discuss three types of activities that NAGA engaged in: user education to promote effective use
of the system, minor news-system adjustments and enhancements in response to user feedback, and
major reconfigurations of the news-system configuration and rules.
User Education to Promote Effective Use of the News-system
In light of the news-system's long prehistory of use by only a small core group, NAGA was
conscious of the ongoing need to promote usage so that the news-system would become an essential
part of the project's communication system. Moreover, NAGA's observations of improper use
motivated them to promote correct or appropriate use. Their e-mail messages demonstrate a low but
fairly consistent level of discussion on this topic throughout the eight months following the
establishment of the news-system. In an e-mail message documenting the minutes of a NAGA
meeting, for example, one item indicated, "We will hold a lecture to educate new recruits about the
usage of the news-system. We will use the company-wide network usage guide as a text book and
especially explain details about unique issues originating in our news-system" (30 August 1990).
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Such lectures allowed NAGA to promote the news-system as well as to shape its use. NAGA
members also posted messages (as users) on new newsgroups to encourage and guide others' use.
After several months of NAGA's efforts to encourage use, usage had stabilized, and NAGA
shifted its attention to promoting effective and appropriate use of the system. For example,
responding to managers' concerns about news-system misuse, NAGA had issued a policy that the
rec newsgroup was to be used only outside of normal work hours. When NAGA members observed
messages posted on this newsgroup during normal work hours, they sent e-mail reminders of this
policy to the transgressors. 8 Further, when an individual posted a message on the wrong newsgroup,
a NAGA member might initially respond with a private explanation, but if several participants did
so, NAGA would post a reminder explanation on the news-system. For example, NAGA felt that
the mandatory newsgroups should be kept manageable in size. Thus they kept trying to clarify what
belonged in the general and announce newsgroups and what should be posted in the discretionary
newsgroups.
When the news-system attained high usage levels, NAGA was also concerned that people
might waste too much time reading and posting messages. As a result, it posted the following
general guidelines:
Newsgroups: general
Subject: About messages
Date: 5 Oct 90 10:42:26 GMT
Cautions about news-system usage
(13 Long embedded messages
There are still many messages that include long embedded parts.
As readers can refer to the original message through the automatically embedded 'message-ID', please shorten the
embedded part as much as possible.
(2) Choose the roper newsgrouo
What do you do if you cannot find a proper newsgroup for your message? There have been many messages that noted,
'This does not fit to this newsgroup..."
Please ask NAGA members if you have any question or request. We will respond to all participants' feedback.
Move a proper newsgroup when discussion content changes by using the follow-up-to command.
(3? Cross-post
Please use the cross-post command when you send the same message to several newsgroups. If you use this command,
readers need not read the same messages several times.
NAGA
8 NAGA was, however, never able to eliminate this particular problem, as Fujimoto (1993) shows. Yet, it chose not to institute a
technical fix that would have prevented any violation of the policy.
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This message both reminded users of constraining rules and suggested use of enabling resources to
conform to NAGA's envisioned usage of the meidum. Such ongoing educational efforts reinforced
the type of usage institutionalized in the news-system schema and in NAGA's rules for its use.
News-system Adjustment and Enhancement
NAGA's objective was not, however, simply reinforcement of the news-system's
architecture, rules, and resources; it also sought to adjust and enhance the news-system in response
to user feedback, while maintaining its overall vision of the system's role in supporting
communication within the project. In doing so, it modified newsgroup definitions and usage rules
and created new newsgroups.
Modifications of newsgroup definitions and rules came in response to direct and indirect
feedback from users. Indirect feedback came from visible errors in use, as well as statements that
suggested confusion about the use of certain newsgroups; direct feedback came in the form of user
questions and statements of problems. Such feedback triggered modifications to the definitions and
rules for various newsgroups, such as the general and announce newsgroups. For example, at the
point when the news-system was made official and these two newsgroups were made mandatory,
they were defined as follows:
<official groups>
Messages on these groups are important and everyone has to read them.
The general newsgroup important announcements to all members
The announce newsgroup information to all project members such as meeting and event schedules
With such broad definitions, many participants were confused about which of these newsgroups, if
either, was appropriate for a message. Unimportant messages and discussions sometimes appeared
on these newsgroups, especially in announce. Over a period of many months, NAGA had several
discussions about how to better define these two newsgroups. Initially, NAGA members thought
they should stop all discussions on the announce newsgroup because they wanted to eliminate less
important information on the mandatory newsgroups. Thus, they directed participants not to post
replies and questions on this newsgroup. When that did not solve the problem, one NAGA member
suggested the following solution to the rest of NAGA:
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To: NAGA@xxx
Subject: general & announce
Date: Tue, 13 Mar 90 11:15:21 JST
I have observed that participants are still confused about the usage of the announce and general newsgroups.
We should announce usage of these newsgroups again, in this way:
The announce newsgroup
announcements of already fixed information
meeting information
event information
The general newsgroup
other announcements(not necessarily fixed)
questions
solicitations
suggestions
The general newsgroup has an ambiguous name.
I would like to suggest changing it.
What about
The attention newsgroup
The notice newsgroup
...?
Although such changes were not made at this point, NAGA continued to experiment with
other modifications to usage rules for these newsgroups (e.g., allowing short discussions on the two
newsgroups, but recommending that longer discussions move to other newsgroups). This problem
of how to make best use of the mandatory newsgroups was not, ultimately, solved through minor
adjustments; it was only resolved through a major reconfiguration, as we discuss below.
Another form of system enhancemer., taken in response to specific requests or based on
NAGA observations, was the addition of new newsgroups. In general, NAGA preferred to cluster
the addition of newsgroups and changes in news-system configuration together, as discussed in the
next section. However, NAGA also wanted to be responsive to users' requests in its ongoing
enhancement of the system, so it added a few newsgroups at other times. Such additions included
subdividing the computer newsgroup into various hardware and software categories and creating
newsgroups such as headlines, union, and release. For example, a participant posted the following
message on announce:
Newsgroups: announce
Subject Subscription to magazine xxx
Date: 13 Feb 90 02:40:16 GMT
Distribution: Alpha
Subscriptions of two magazines were started last month.
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They are in xxx bookcase. Please read them at your convenience.
I would like to send reference messages about new books each month because building B is separated from the main
building, so this will be useful for people who are working in building B.
May I post these messages to this newsgroup? (the announce newsgroup)
Or is there any other more proper newsgroup?
This message initiated a dialogue among NAGA members and other project members that led to the
formation of the headlines newsgroup for the announcement of newly arrived books and magazines.
Thus in its role as ongoing administrative committee in charge of the Alpha news-system,
NAGA attempted to respond to both direct and indirect feedback and suggestions from other project
members, while keeping in mind its own objectives for the medium. In doing so, it enhanced the
news-system by modifying definitions and usage rules and by adding new newsgroups.
Major Reconfigurations of the News-system
The adjustments and enhancements attempted to solve problems as they arose, but
sometimes NAGA either failed to solve the problem with such actions (as with the confusion about
the announce newsgroup) or postponed a full solution. Periodically, NAGA addressed clusters of
such problems and the larger issue of system configuration. After NAGA's importation of the news-
system and initial configuration of it for official use in the Alpha project, it conducted two
subsequent reconfigurations of the news-system, one in April 1990 and one in October 1990. These
can be identified both by the quite pronounced peaks in NAGA e-mail about creating newsgroups
(see Figure 2), by the announcement and introduction of the new newsgroups themselves, and by
the contents of NAGA messages about these changes. The nature of these reconfigurations was
further explored in the informant interviews.
The first major reconfiguration, in April 1990, introduced three new newsgroups (see Figure
4). Two of these, the mail-lists/* and guide/* newsgroups, expanded the functionality of the news-
system and NAGA's vision of the system in new directions. NAGA had originally envisioned the
system as a dynamic mechanism for internal sharing of information across the six teams making up
the Alpha project. The two new sets of newsgroups allowed access to external information and the
long-term archiving of certain types of reference information.
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The mail-listsl* newsgroups were designed to allow Alpha members to access up-to date
technical information available by contract from an outside public network organization,
TECHINFO.9 By the terms of the contract, however, this external information had to be kept
confidential to the Alpha project team itself. Therefore, NAGA created a different social and
technical structure for this set of newsgroups. It named a moderator to monitor and answer
questions about this set of newsgroups. Moreover, as participants were prohibited from posting
messages externally, NAGA introduced the mail-listsITECHINFOldiscuss newsgroup for internal
discussions about related topics. NAGA also provided an additional technical feature for
automatically transferring to this newsgroup any follow-up messages users inadvertently tried to
send. The moderator posted a message to explain the contract and to caution users:
Newsgroups: announce
Subject: About TECHINFO mailing-list
Date: 11 Apr 90 02:48:17 GMT
Follow-up-To: misc
TECHINFO mailing-list (moderator's name)
· In March of this year, our company became a member of TECHINFO.
· TECHINFO provides a mailing-list service and we can now receive this information.
· NAGA will start a new newsgroup for members to read this news. (Its usage will be announced by NAGA separately.)
* Since the information which is provided through this newsgroup is highly confidential, please be careful in your use of it.
*Caution*
1. Do not reveal this information to employees other than project members.
If somebody other than a member of this project wants to get this information, I will take responsibility for handling it.
2. I prohibit anybody from posting a message to this mailing-list directly.
NAGA also announced usage rules for the mail-listlTECHINFO\* newsgroups on the same day:
Newsgroups: announce, mail-listslTECHINFOldiscuss
Subject: Re: TECHINFO mailing-list
Date: 11 Apr 90 03:25:42 GMT
Follow-up-To: mail-lists/TECHINFO/discuss
This is the introduction to a new newsgroup mail-listsTECHINFOI* by NAGA
· The mail-listslTECHNFOI* newsgroups are now starting.
· Use the subgroup mail-listslTECHINFOIdiscuss newsgroup to follow-up.
* Messages in the mail-listsTECHINFOI* newsgroups are confidential outside of this project's members. Do not
embed them in other messages.
· Do not reveal the contents to other company employees...
* Do not post a message by yourself directly except to the mail-listsITECHINFO/discuss newsgroup
9 The name of the external news service, TECHINFO, has been disguised.
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The other major innovation in this reconfiguration was the addition of the guide/*
newsgroups as archival, rather than dynamic, sources of information. The news-system
automatically deleted a message from a newsgroup after it had been posted for three months. But by
this time NAGA had seen the need for storage and retrieval of reference information with a longer
life span and wanted to make this possible within the news-system. They thus created the guide
newsgroups to function as data-bases of reference documents (e.g., addresses lists, administrative
procedures, maps, etc.) by modifying the automatic deletion feature for these newsgroups. After
extensive discussion, NAGA decided to divide the group into six subgroups, each with a moderator:
guidelAlpha, guidelcomp, guidelmisc, guide/secretary, guide/NAGA, and guideltext. The moderator
of the guidelsecretary newsgroup was a project secretary, while the other moderators were NAGA
members. Whenever participants posted messages on these newsgroups, these messages were
automatically sent to the moderators, who checked whether or not each message was appropriate for
that newsgroup. If it was, the moderator posted the message on the newsgroup. If not, the moderator
sent an e-mail message to the participant explaining the reasons why not. NAGA also created a
specific format and usage for all guidel* newsgroups, explained in a guideline document which
each moderator posted on each guide/* newsgroup.
Newsgroups: guideNAGA
Subject: 001.00: About the guide/xr newsgroup
Follow-up-To: questions
Tide: About the guide/xxx newsgroup
Guide no.: GUIDE-xxx-900507Avl
Author: xxx
Date: xxx
1. What is the guide/xrx newsgroup?
[Explanations of each newsgroup's purposes)
Messages are stored forever and can be referred to as needed
2. Format
Each subject is numbered automatically in this form:
001.00: About the guide* newsgroup
The first three characters provide a document number and the two characters after the decimal point refer to the version
number. The version number will be counted up when the document is revised and an old document will be incremented.
Each document should have a header like this,
Title: About the guide/xxx newsgroup
Guide no.: GUIDE-xxx-900507Avl
Author: xxx
Date: xxx
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3. How to post
The process for posting a message is basically the same as for other newsgroups. However, every message will be checked
by a moderator. When you post your message on this newsgroup, the message will be sent to the moderator automatically.
Although the first major news-system reconfiguration created newsgroups with different
functionality to make the system useful in more ways, the second major reconfiguration attempted
to rationalize and restructure the architecture of the news-system and to solve some long-standing
problems with mandatory newsgroups. Discussions about the second news-system reconfiguration
started in July of 1990, as shown in the minutes of NAGA's meeting of July 26, 1990:
Date: 31 July 90 13:20 46 JST
To: NAGA@xxx
Subject: NAGA meeting report
[Future subjects]
· reconfiguration of the news-system --- after summer vacation season
* arrange mandatory newsgroups (create subgroups)
* discuss unused newsgroups
NAGA members also started to gather ideas from participants. For example, in an announcement of
some new newsgroups, they added:
Newsgroups: announce
Subject: New newsgroups will be created
Date: 31 Jul 90 01:55:12 GMT
Concerning a news-system structure,
* if you have a request to create new newsgroups
* if you have an idea about the news-system structure
Please post messages on the news-system. NAGA will welcome them.
NAGA
NAGA announced the reconfiguration schedule and details in a very long message posted to the
announce newsgroup on October 17 of 1990, the beginning of which is reproduced below:
Newsgroups: announce
Subject: A reconfiguration of the news-system
Date: 17 Oct 90 00:49:42 GMT
Information on a reconfiguration of the news-system
******************************************************************
* · The news-system will be changed on October 22. *
* · This message explains new newsgroups and terminated newsgroups. *
We introduced the news-system one year ago and now it has become an indispensable medium for our division.
As the number of messages has increased, several problems have come up. For example, some newsgroups are used
improperly, some newsgroups are not used at all.
Therefore, NAGA has changed the configuration of the newsgroup structure.
This message provides information on the new news-system.
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------
One key set of changes in the second reconfiguration was the creation of the official
newsgroups to solve the ongoing problems with the mandatory general and announce newsgroups.
These latter groups were eliminated and replaced by two moderated newsgroups: officiallsecretary,
for "important announcements of meetings and events," and official/general for "other important
announcements." While the definitions were specified slightly more carefully than those for general
and announce, NAGA's real solution for restraining the amount and nature of material posted to the
mandatory newsgroups was to put a moderator in charge of each of them to screen messages before
posting them. Moreover, NAGA eliminated any discussions of posted messages on the official/*
newsgroups, suggesting that participants send their questions by e-mail to the originator of the
message, who should post any changes or additions if necessary.
Two other major sets of changes involved clustering newsgroups, in one case by priority and
in one case by subject. Several individual newsgroups were organized into a second tier of infol/*
newsgroups, that were recommended but not required daily reading. NAGA described them in its
message on the second reconfiguration as follows:
These are newsgroups for posting announcements to everyone but which are not as important and/or urgent as
official newsgroups. As with official newsgroups, we suggest that you scan these newsgroups at least once a day.
* infolunion..... Announcements related to the union
* info/look-for .... Lost & found
· infolrelease... Topics related to release notes for software
* infolevent ..... Information on seminars and lectures
* infolmisc ....... Other
Secondly, to help project members find information about Alpha previously scattered among
several newsgroups, NAGA subdivided the Alpha newsgroup, creating new categories and
clustering existing Alpha-related newsgroups under it.
This second reconfiguration thus tried to rationalize the news-system to improve its
efficiency and usefulness as a communication medium supporting the Alpha project. At the end of
the long message announcing the reconfiguration, NAGA stated its philosophy:
NAGA thinks that the news-system schema should be changed depending on the situation. We would like to manage
flexibly. This modification is one of those actions.
NAGA
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As this statement makes clear, NAGA members viewed the structure of the news-system not as
fixed and permanent but as context-specific. As the situation and the project's needs changed, and as
NAGA refined its own concept of what was valuable to the project, it engaged in reconfigurations
of the system schema and its rules. Yet NAGA tried to balance the evolving information
requirements of the project organization with a certain amount of stability in the news-system by
undertaking major reconfigurations only occasionally. Moreover, NAGA took steps to ease the
transition by retaining all of the terminated or restructured newsgroups in read-only form, posting a
final message on each telling users where messages should now be posted. Thus they managed not
just the technical but also the social aspects of the reconfiguration.
The NAGA Saga: Act III - Transfer of the News-System
When the late February 1991 termination of the Alpha project was announced in January,
system usage began to decline precipitously (see Figure 3). Based on the interviews, we can trace
NAGA's subsequent attempt to transfer the news-system to the company's computer science lab
where most of the Alpha project members were headed. This lab still had its own news-system
created before the Alpha project began, but it had never become very popular and usage had
declined even further when its most dedicated users and volunteer administrators, many of whom
became NAGA members, moved to the Alpha project.
NAGA members decided to introduce the structure of the successful Alpha news-system
into the lab's news-system, changing the local/* newsgroups and deleting the Alpha-specific
newsgroups. NAGA assumed that the Alpha news-system schema would fit the lab without much
difficulty because two-third of the members of the lab had been part of the Alpha project.
Moreover, NAGA members obtained managers' consent for this action and announced usage rules
and definitions of newsgroups before introducing them. The newly transferred news-system in the
lab was used for a while, but it gradually lost its officiality and usage declined. Only the new local
newsgroups were popular. Our informant said in an interview, "I did not understand why the Alpha
news-system schema did not work out. We introduced the same news-system [as we had had in
Alpha] and many participants had used it [there]."
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Why did the attempted transfer of the news-system into the lab fail? There were several
reasons, rooted largely in the lab structure and its differences from the structure of the Alpha
project. First, because administrators in the lab were not familiar with the news-system and because
they used a different type of computer that was not designed to support the news-system, none of
them posted important official or administrative messages on the news-system. In the Alpha project,
the administrative group was part of the entire project group and administrators used the same
computers as other project members.
A second reason for the decline was that the lab's members were developing several
different products, in contrast to the Alpha project, where the members were developing a single
product and thus shared the same focus, interest, and motivation. Information-sharing among all
members in the Alpha project group was thus very useful. In the lab, the interests of the various
product development groups were different. NAGA created new local/* newsgroups for these
product development groups, and these continued to be used. Groups with common interests and
goals thus found the news-system useful for sharing information. However, a large and diverse
group such as the lab did not use the news-system for official, lab-wide communication.
Finally, NAGA could not operate as an official group in the lab because each NAGA
member belonged to one of the different product development groups, and news-system
administration for the lab as a whole was not considered by their project managers to constitute part
of their jobs. Under these circumstances, NAGA's activities were discouraged and hence were
relatively ineffective.
While NAGA succeeded in establishing an effective news-system (as measured by both
volume of messages posted and percentage of project members using the system) for the Alpha
project, their attempt to transfer this system to a different organizational unit was not successful.
This failure underlines the context-specificity of NAGA's activities. It had established, reinforced,
enhanced, and periodically reconfigured the system in interaction with users within a given context.
Organizational and technical factors precluded the dynamic relationship among the technology,
users, and the organization in the new lab context.
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Thus NAGA's activities in administering the news-system's on-going use ranged from
reinforcement of the structure, rules, and resources of the technology through two levels of
modifications. The adjustments to definitions and usage rules and the occasional creation of new
newsgroups fine-tuned and enhanced the system in response to the daily structuring activities of
users. The periodic reconfigurations involved more extensive modifications to the structure of the
news-system or to the nature of the news-groups. The consequences of these ongoing actions can be
seen in Figure 4, which depicts the changing configuration of the news-system over time. NAGA's
activities of technology mediation reflect both its responsiveness to the users and the context of use,
as well as the vision NAGA had of its own role and the evolving role of the electronic conferencing
medium within the Alpha project.
Discussion: Technology Mediation as a Process of Metastructuring
The research study of NAGA described above has provided insights into the actions of a
group of organizational actors who significantly influenced users .' initial-and ongoing interactions
with their new communication technology. While the above description provides a detailed account
of the sequence, objectives, and activities of NAGA's role, we now need to relate this to what we
already know about how users structure their technologies in use (Barley, 1986; DeSanctis and
Poole, in press; Orlikowski, 1992). As we aw earlier, analyses of technology structuring have
tended to focus on users as the key actors who shape and are shaped by the technology and their
institutional contexts of use. Yet as evident in our research study, technology mediators routinely
intervene in these users' understandings, adoptions, and operations of their technologies. Such
actions are not represented in our commonly-understood process of structuration (as outlined in
Figure 1). We thus suggest that the role and influence of technology mediators described above
forces an extension to our understanding of the process of technology structuring.
Figure 5 depicts the structuring activities of NAGA as they intervened in the Alpha users'
structuring of their news-system. We have shown technology mediators as mediating both users'
uses and understandings of their communication technology (arrows 9 and 10 in Figure 5) and as
engaging in a structuring process of their own (arrows 5 - 8). This structuring process resembles the
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structuring activity of users, because the technology mediators are manipulating the technologies or
images and procedures around their use to have an impact on the users' experiences with the
technology. Yet, this is second-order structuring in that the technology mediators are not the
primary users of the technology, but they shape users' interactions with their technologies. We
propose to call such second-order structuring the metastructuring of technologies-in-use. In their
metastructuring, technology mediators draw on and reproduce or change particular social structures
within which they and the users work. The right-hand side of Figure 5 thus depicts this process of
metastructuring that NAGA engaged in.
Having established the outlines of NAGA's metastructuring process, we can now detail
more clearly how the specific actions taken by NAGA fit into this framework. Abstracting from the
results reported above, we propose an initial taxonomy of four metastructuring actions (or following
Poole and DeSanctis (1992) metastructuring moves) performed by technology mediators:
(1) Technology transfer
(2) Technology initiation
(3) Technology modification
(4) Technology reconfiguration
(1) Technology transfer
Both at the start of the Alpha project and at its termination, NAGA members transferred an
existing news-system technology from one context of use to another. At the onset of Alpha, NAGA
members imported a fledgling news-system that a few software engineers had been using in their
previous activities. In this case, the transfer appears to have been undertaken through the initiative
of the young engineers, who were motivated by a conviction -- borne of their own experiences --
that a communication medium such as the news-system could benefit their current context of use
(the large Alpha project). In other cases, technology mediators may be commissioned to import a
new technology into a group -- as happens for example, when management decrees the standardized
use of a particular e-mail system. Salespeople and consultants often play an important role in
technology transfer by attempting to convince and persuade users and managers of the virtues of
particular technologies. Marketing the technology and demonstrating its potential value in a
particular context of use are key activities associated with technology transfer.
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Technology transfer may also be an export activity, when technology mediators are charged
with the task of moving a technology from one group and context of use to another. In our study,
this occurred because the Alpha project was terminated, and NAGA members hoped to replicate the
high usage and reported effectiveness that the news-system had enjoyed within the Alpha project in
another setting. NAGA thus attempted to transfer the news-system out of Alpha and into the larger
lab where most of the Alpha participants would soon be working.
The export transfer in our study provides an interesting contrast to the earlier import
transfer. It highlights the important role of institutional conditions for establishing and maintaining
the validity of a technology-in-use. When NAGA members imported the news-system into Alpha,
they sought and obtained the institutional authority and resources to establish the news-system's
legitimacy, importance, critical mass, and continued relevance to the demands of the project. Their
role was sanctioned by management, and their status as Alpha members gave them knowledge and
experience of the context of use, as well as access to and credibility with the other users. When
NAGA members exported the news-system, they had lost authority and reources to monitor and
modify the system and they had become disconnected from the context of use because the user
community was now working on the diverse projects and issues. Use of the news-system was no
longer mandatory, and the news-system was not sanctioned as the official communication medium.
No technology mediators had been authorized to ensure that the news-system remained relevant and
up-to-date. As a result, the legitimacy, primacy, and ongoing usefulness of the news-system
declined after its transfer.
Technology transfer -- both import and export -- has the effect of reinforcing an existing set
of institutional and technological conditions by reproducing them in another context of use. Such
technological isomorphism would seem to be more effective when the exporting context of use
closely resembles that of the importing one, so that the technology (metastructured in the exporting
context) can be more easily assimilated into the importing context. Further, transfer would seem to
be facilitated when technology mediators are available, knowledgeable, and authorized to make the
appropriate adjustments to the technology and its usage rules so as to accommodate the new
context. Barring such resemblance and the alignment role of mediators, the transfer of technology
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may prove to be less than effective because the context-specificity of the technology in use has not
been accounted for. Technology mediators, it seems, play an important role in negotiating and
managing the context-specificity of technologies
(2) Technology initiation
NAGA spent considerable time and effort setting up the communication technology so that
it would by and be useful to its users. The initiation period is one where technology mediators
initiate the technology (setting up its physical parameters, features, etc.) and they initiate the users
into the new technology. Both types of initiation activities are particularly important as they
establish the ways in which the technology will be initially appropriated by the users (cognitively
and behaviorally), and how the institutional context will be modified to assimilate the technology
into standard work routines and procedures. Work by Tyre and Orlikowski (in press) suggests that
such initial understandings, appropriations, and assimilations congeal fairly rapidly after installation
of a new technology, as users are impatient to get on with using the technology to accomplish
productive work. Thus, initiation of a technology into the organization and the minds and routines
of its users is a critical activity for technology mediators.
NAGA apparently recognized this, for they spent almost two months soliciting feedback,
discussing ideas, and obtaining approval from management for specific uses and functions of the
news-system. Their activities were informed by their vision of how the news-system could serve as
a communication system for the whole project. In the initiation period, NAGA's objective was to
establish legitimacy and increase acceptance and usage of the system. It did this by persuading
managers to proclaim the news-system the official medium of the project, and to require its usage,
at least daily. NAGA also created local newsgroups which directly substituted for the more familiar
e-mail distribution lists project members had been using, hence facilitating a less threatening and
more comfortable transition for the project members.
Technology mediators may not always have the authority or persuasive power to achieve a
change in institutional policy (as NAGA had done). However, in their everyday contact with the
users, all technology mediators shape the presentation of the technology to them. In this formative
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period particularly, the images, metaphors, language, scenarios, and guidelines employed by
technology mediators to explain the value and capability of the technology to users are likely to
leave deep impressions. For example, NAGA clearly described the role and functioning of the
news-system to the users by differentiating it from other more familiar media, and indicating for
what purposes and when it should be used. Such initital understandings and guidelines, while highly
impressionable need not be rigid, and later action by technology mediators can modify and
elaborate these.
Technology initiation has the effect of establishing a particular set of interpretive,
institutional, and technological conditions of use. Depending on whether the intention behind the
implementation of the new communication technology is to improve the existing way of doing
business or to change it fundamentally, the initiation process will reinforce (in the case of
incremental change) or replace (in the case of radical change) ways of working and ways of using
technology (Orlikowski, 1993). In NAGA's case, a number of institutional changes were apparent
with the initiation of the news-sysetm. The authorization of an electronic medium as the official
communication medium of the project was an important departure from traditional norms and
procedures. It created a new set of institutional guidelines around what is official and legitimate
communication in the organization. It diminished the role and centrality of the daily lunch-time
meetings that had previously constituted the official communication medium, and it created a
dependence of the entire project on the computer conferencing system, requiring all members to
become somewhat proficient with this new technology so as to access it daily.
(3) Technology modification
In their ongoing monitoring of news-system usage, NAGA paid close attention to usage of
the system, attempting to identify errors, inappropriate usage, or possible areas of improvement.
They also received feedback from the users. NAGA members responded to these various inputs by
educating users (either through individual or group messages) or changing the definition and usage
rules of news-system. They thus adapted both users' technological frames, as well as the technology
itself to keep usage more effective and relevant. Some such modifications were reactive, executed in
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response to users' requests or on the evidence of user confusion, while some were proactive,
executed opportunitistically by NAGA when they saw a way to improve the system. Both kinds of
modifications however are designed to improve the existing conditions of use, and are not intended
to create radical departures from the status quo.
Reactive modifications by technology mediators are quite common in situations of
technology support. For example, users experiencing errors or ineffective usage with their
technology request help from technical staff, who typically provide on-demand services. Such
services often fix the technical problem -- as with photocopy machine repair -- but may not always
fix the users' understandings of why the technology malfunctioned. This need not be necessary in
cases wher the technology breaks down due to a component failure, but sometimes a change in
usage is needed to prevent a repeat of the malfunction (as when users inadvertently overload the
photocopier and cause it to overheat). The inattention to users' understandings and habits in reactive
modifications is typically the result of the triggering situation -- reactive modifications often occur
in moments of crisis. When fighting a fire, there there is little time or opportunity to educate users
or change their understandings or routines so as to avoid future errors. All attention is focused on
getting the technology up and running again to get the work completed by some looming deadline
or to solve some organizational emergency. Thus, reactive modifications may not affect either the
interpretive or the institutional elements of the context of use.
Proactive modifications, because they are initiated by the technology mediators, typically
pay much more attention to fixing the technology and changing users' understandings and habits. In
such instances, in contrast to the reactive case, users are unaware of the need for modification, and
hence have be to convinced of its rationale or at least be infomed about it. Proactive modifications,
thus, are more likely to educate users around new or more effective ways of using the technology,
and are likely to lead to some change in their technological habits. Such modifications are also more
likely to be resisted by users who do not welcome disruption in their use, who may fail to see the
need for a modification ("if it ain't broke, why fix it?"), and who may resent change, however
minor, to their established routines and mental habits. In the case of proactive modifications, both
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users' interpretations and institutional elements such as work procedures may be altered. However,
in both cases, these modifications represent incremental changes to the existing context of use.
Technology modifications -- both reactive and proactive -- have the effect of reinforcing and
reproducing the institutional and technological conditions of use. While the modifications may
improve and enhance the technology and its use, the net effect is to increase the effectiveness of the
existing system, not transform it.
(4) Technology reconfiguration
The fourth action performed by technology mediators is a reassessment and major overhaul
of the technology and its context of use. Unlike modifications, which are intended to increase the
effectiveness of an existing technology, reconfigurations attempt to restructure a particular
technology and/or its use so as to create step-change improvements in coherence and performance.
The reconfigurations, by their nature, are typically conducted periodically, and in this they resemble
the episodic pattern of technology changes identified by Tyre and Orlikowski (in press), where
adaptations to process technologies were found to occur discontinuously over time.
With technology reconfigurations, there is an opportunity to step out of the normal routine
of daily use and examine the bigger picture of the whole technology and its relationship to the
context of use. NAGA did this, particularly in the last phase, when they reconfigured the news-
system to establish greater coherence among the newsgroups. Reconfigurations are by definition,
proactive, being initiated by the technology mediators themselves, although they may include user
requests that have been accumulated for some time. Reconfigurations are more significant in terms
of their impacts on the technology and its use, than the ongoing modifications that are more like
routine maintenance and support. Because of their greater potential to disrupt the ongoing flow of
communication in the group, reconfigurations tend to be scheduled periodically and require
justification to counter user resistance.
Technology reconfigurations resemble Poole and DeSanctis' (1992) notion of "structural
juncturing events" which they describe as "episodes during which major determinations are made
about which structural features of the [technology] to appropriate, how they will be appropriated,
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and whether and how they will be reproduced" (p. 28). In their case, the structural junctures are
precipitated by the primary users of the communication technology (a group decision support
system). In our case, however, it is the technology mediators, not the primary users, who initiate the
technology reconfigurations, and their triggering action appears much more deliberative and
reflective than that of the primary users whose precipitative action is often (but not always)
unplanned and emergent.
Technology reconfigurations, by their nature and scope, allow for a systemic reevaluation
and the potential for structural change in the social and technological systems. As structural
juncturing events, they create the possibility for institutional transformation, or what has been
referred to as radical change (Orlikowski, 1993) or structural revolution (Poole and DeSanctis,
1990). In contrast, technology modifications are much more likely to generate adjuststments which
stablilize and enhance the existing technological and institutional contexts; that is, they lead to
incremental change (Orlikowski, 1993) or structural evolution (Poole and DeSanctis, 1990). While
NAGA's technology modifications resulted in much incremental change in technology use, its
technology reconfigurations did not appear to result in significant institutional change. The potential
for such changes, however, was present in such activities.
The Metastructuring of Other Technologies in Use
While we have been discussing the technology mediation of communication technologies,
the role of technology mediators need not be limited to this type of technology. We believe that the
role and influence of technology mediators that we have articulated here may be generalized to
other settings where organizational actors intervene in users' interactions with technology. On
reflection, it is apparent that individuals who act as technology trainers, consultants, system
administrators, technical support staff, application customizers, and lead users for all kinds of
technologies all play a similar mediating role, that is, their actions -- whether deliberate or
inadvertent, whether sanctioned or informal -- all affect users' interactions with their technology.
Likewise, the process of metastructuring may be extended to this general mediating role, and other
kinds of technologies. Thus, the metastructuring of technologies in use can be seen to be performed
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by individuals in (or outside of) organizations who have been assigned (or who assume) the
activities of guiding, regulating, or enhancing users' interactions with their technologies. Figure 6
depicts this generalized view of the metastructuring process.
As with structuring, metastructuring can be seen to be constituted by two distinct types of
influence -- institutional and interpretive. First, consider the institutional influence. Like users,
technology mediators are influenced by the institutional context within which they work, and which
furnishes them with certain resources, authority, job responsibilities, and knowledge (arrow 5 in
Figure 6). Technology mediators' actions are also constrained (and enabled) by the existing
technological configuration that exists in the organization (arrow 6 in Figure 6). In taking action,
technology mediators create policies, procedures, access mechanisms, templates, rules, applications,
and physical configurations. These change the institutional properties that users draw on in their use
of technology (arrow 7 in Figure 6), and they directly affect the technology itself (arrow 8 in Figure
6). These two kinds of actions thus shape the institutional and technological rules and resources that
users have available to them when they come to use a technology (arrows 1 and 3 in Figure 6). As
these policies, rules, configurations, etc. are used, they become relied on, accepted, and reinforced.
Official and/or implicit sanctioning of these rules and policies by the organization further enhances
their authority and effect. Over time, these policies, rules, configurations, etc., may become
institutionalized and hence legitimated as the appropriate ways for users to interact with their
technology.
Second, consider the interpretive influence of technology mediators. In addition to setting
policies and changing physical configurations, technology mediators can directly influence users'
intepretations (and hence their actions) by providing them with understandings, images, concepts,
knowledge, and heuristics about their specific technology (arrow 9 in Figure 6). In doing so, they
influence users' work habits around use of the technology, their technological frames (Orlikowski
and Gash, 1993), and their perceptions of their technology (Fulk, Schmitz, and Steinfield, 1990).
Such action by the technology mediators, in turn, is influenced by users' existing assumptions and
knowledge, their level of experience, and their current requirements (arrow 10 in Figure 6).
Although technology mediators are usually not the same individuals as users (hence the distinction
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drawn in Figure 6), we also note that there are situations where a few users may indeed serve the
role of technology mediators for the rest of the users. Indeed, NAGA seems to have been more
effective because its members were also users of the news-system they metastructured. In this case,
the separation between technology mediators and users is analytic only, but we believe it is a useful
one to make, as technology use and mediation represent fundamentally different activities and
intentions.
Conclusions
In this paper we have shown that another type of technology structuring in use is operating
within organizations, and that it can have a significant influence on the structuring activities of
technology users. We have acknowledged and articulated the role of technology mediators in the
use of a communication technology, and developed concepts for thinking about the actions of
technology mediation and the process of metastructuring within which these actions occur.
The identification and elaboration of the metastructuring process has a number of
implications for research and practice. On the research side, the notion of metastructuring makes an
important contribution to our understanding of technology use in organizations. It draws attention
to the fact that there are multiple levels of action and interaction in organizations, and that a process
of technology structuring at one level is itself being structured at another level. Further, the
identification of technology mediators and their shaping of communication technologies in the
context of use focuses on the bridging role of individuals such as technical administrators, trainers,
support staff, etc. These individuals have tended to be marginalized in studies of media design and
media use that are largely focused on the front stage drama of designers inventing new
communication technolgies or users utilizing such technologies. Yet, the study reported above
demonstrates that the role of those who initiate, persuade, coach, enforce, maintain, and modify use
of communication technologies is often far from marginal. Indeed, it may profoundly influence how
users structure their technologies in use.
Our framing of technology mediation as a process of metastructuring provides a theoretical
framework that has important implications for research on media use. Technology mediators, in
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interaction with users, clearly play a role in shaping communication within electronic media.
Moreover, these mediators are extending the work of media designers into the context of use. Their
role and influence may thus be critical in certain contexts of use. Studies of technology use that
ignore this critical role may thus miss an important element in the relationship between technology
adn effective use. Our research suggests that technology mediators should thus be added to the list
of key actors, alongside designers and users, who are seen to shape the ongoing interaction of
communication technology, organizational context, and people.
Further research is needed to examine the various actions of technology mediation and their
consequences in different organizational contexts and with different technologies. For example,
NAGA's failure to transfer the Alpha technological configuration into the firm's lab suggests that
the more extensively a technology has been involved in a process of metastructuring, the more
context-specific is that technology, and the more difficult it will be to transfer such a technology to
other contexts of use. Empirical studies should examine the importing and exporting of technologies
into and from different organizational settings to assess this implication.
We also suggest that the notion of metastructuring is applicable to broader studies of
technology design and use in organizations. Likewise, the role of technology mediators, articulated
above with respect to electronic media, may also apply to technology in general. Thus our concept
may prove useful to researchers studying the implementation and use of technologies in general, as
well as to researchers examining innovation and the management of technology.
Clearly we have just scratched the surface of the important and interesting phenomenon of
technology mediation. Our study only examine one class of technology mediators. As we alluded to
above, there are likely to be a diverse set of organizational actors (both in and outside of an
organization) who play a technology mediation role, and whose actions and influence affect the use
and consequences of communication technologies. Understanding the diversity in technology
mediation, and developing a taxonomy of types of technology mediators and their respective roles,
actions, and influences in users' interactions with technology is an important task for future
research. This kind of research could also elaborate the process of metastructuring that we have
proposed as an extension to our current notions of technology structuring. The process of
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metastructuring likely varies with the type of technology mediators involved. Our outline of the
metastructuring process is grounded in a particular type of mediation of a computer conference
system in a Japanese R&D lab. Future studies should examine the metastructuring process under
different organizational, technological, and mediation conditions, and validate or elaborate the
process and the institutional and interpretive influences on it articulated here.
Our results have important implications for practice in both design and use. For designers of
media and other technologies, this study suggests that design extends beyond the designers
workshop and into the setting of organizational use. Designers should understanding that their
designs may be modified and extended by mediators in organizational settings. In fact, designers
may want to view technology mediators as a resource to provide the context-specificity needed for
effective use of the technology. The designers might aid this contextualizing process by giving the
technology mediators tools useful in their mediating activities of initiation, transfer, modification,
and reconfiguration. For example, by providing mediators with platforms and tools for tailorability,
modification, and reconfiguration (e.g., DeJean and DeJean, 1991; Henderson and Kyng, 1991;
Malone, Lai, and Fry, 1992), some designers have explicitly anticipated and encouraged this role.
This paper also has implications for organizations implementing electronic media and other
technologies. In the particular case study related here, the metastructuring activities were initially
undertaken casually and without explicit authorization. As these activities became more deliberate
and as the technology mediators sought and obtained organizational authorization and resources,
their effects became more significant and apparently more effective.
How effective technology mediation is in practice likely depends on whether the
metastructuring activity is officially recognized, sanctioned, supported, and rewarded by the
organization. In cases of system administrators or technology trainers, the role of intervening in
users' interactions is clearly acknowledged and authorized by the organization. In other cases
however, where users help other users, or where technical support personnel offer informal training
or advice as they repair users' technology, the metastructuring occurs unofficially and perhaps even
inadvertently. Our results of NAGA's activities suggest that organizations may wish to be much
more deliberate about the process of metastructuring. Metastructuring occurs, with or without
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careful deliberation and management. With reflection and effective distribution of resources,
organizations might use this process to advance particular kinds of technology use, both initially
and over time. For example, organizations wishing to promote innovative use of new technology
could empower a group of mediators to provide different images, routines, and use guidelines to
those comprise the existing technology frames, habits, and genres of communication already
established in the organization. Organizations could also use the process of metastructuring to
occasion and support episodes of experimentation, reflection, and change in technologies and their
use, so as to allow for the evolution of technological frames, work habits, and communication
routines over time.
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